
 

Phylogenetic analysis 

This session deals with the handling of Galaxy, applied on phylogenetic analysis. 

Beforehand 
Log into: 
 http://gohelle.cirad.fr/galaxy/root/ 
using the login and password provided earlier. 
 
The two starting sequence files are available in the library "Supagro2015" in the             
phylogeny directory. 

Homologous sequence research using BLAST 

From theory ... 
Here are three definitions to distinguis. The first two apply to informatic sequences and the latter                
is applicable to biological objects: 

1. Similarity: mathematical measure of proximity between two sequences. 
2. Coverage: relative or absolute length along which the two sequences are similar 
3. Homology: Two molecules are homologous if they have been derived from a common             

ancestral molecule . 
These definitions imply that to find molecules for a proper phylogenetic analysis, we model these               
molecules with sequences, and attempts to certify the homology of molecules on the basis of               
sequence similarity. 
It it mainly has two major approaches that address a phylogeny problem: 

1. The search for homologous BLAST (or with othertools such as HMMER) in banks: starting              
from a sequence of interest, we look in general banks a set of similar sequences. 

2. Sequence clustering: Starting from a large number of sequences, classify them by            
sequence similarity groups in order to constiture families. We will not illustrate this             
approche here. 

BLAST 5 types exist: 
   

Query Method Subject 

Nucleic BLASTN Nucleic 

Nucleic translated BLASTX Protein 

http://gohelle.cirad.fr/galaxy/root/


Protein BLASTP Protein 

Nucleic translated TBLASTX Nucleic translated 

Protein TBLASTN Nucleictranslated 

 
Blast results for each positive hit: 
- Score = value 'quality' of the alignment depends on the length and similarity between sequences 
- Query coverage = percentage of sequence chosen by the local alignment 
- E value = Significativity of the hit. The e-value depends on the size of the database (for the same                    
alignment, e-value is greater if the base is larger). 
 

 
To practice ... 
 
This first practical application deals with the search for similar sequences.  
 

1. load the NCBI page //www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/) 

2. go to the BLAST link, then blast nucleotide 

 

3. copy the sequence of interest in the text field 

4. choose a target (others / nr) 

5. set the query parameters to "Exclude Oryza sativa." 

6. set the program to BlastN 



 

7. launch the blast 

Once the results, select a dozen of various species sequences: 

 

and download the FASTA: 

 

 



Technical Notes: 
Resulting file typically contains very long sequence names, which require a hand cleaning. You              
can get a clean file there: 
http://gohelle.cirad.fr/phylogeny/formation/sequences.fasta 

Sequence alignment and cleaning 

From theory ... 
Aligning target sequences to match homologous portions of molecules, in order to find the most               
consistent phylogenetic signal. Most multiple alignment methods are based on the progressive            
alignment algorithm. The principle is to align sequences in pairs a guide tree. 
Cleaning alignment (masking,curation ) consists into the selection of clean blocks, that are             
representative of homology. 

 
... To practice 
This step requires the handling of the Galaxy interface, and the use of a software installed                
on your computer: 
http: //pbil.univ-lyon1 .com / software / seaview.html 

1. Upload your cleaned file: 

  

2. Use brick "mafft" in the "Sequence comparisons". Try to change opening and            
extension gap penalities. Compare the results using "Seaview". 

3. Using brick "GBlocks" in the "Sequence comparisons" category, and try different           
settings (size of the detected blocks, similarity of blocks and amount of gaps             
tolerated). Compare the results using Seaview. 

 

 
 

Technical notes: 
mafft contains various options with big influence on the alignment result: 

http://gohelle.cirad.fr/phylogeny/formation/sequences.fasta
http://pbil.univ-lyon1.fr/software/seaview.html


1. The dissimilarity matrix, which is useful only for proteins.  
2. ,the number of iteration which increases the computation time and quality of results. 
3. The opening and extension penalty for gaps (0 extension penalty allows for examplefix a              

constant cost of gaps, regardless their size). 
4. The used distance method used, which influences the computation time and the result,             

according to characteristics of your data. 
GBlocks is also very configurable software that will clean more or less strictly, sequence              
alignments. The main parameters are: 

1. The minimum number of conserved sequences, they can be set to 51% and 52% to be as                 
soft as possible. The default settings are more selective.  

2. The minimum size of a block of homology is the most meaningful parameter. It allows to                
formulate a hypothesis of homology: a conserved block is considered significant only if it              
has a minimum size .  

3. The amount of gaps, allowed either none, or all, or half. This allows to consider, or not                 
valid partially covered sequences. 

Homologous sequence research using HMMer 
From theory ... 
Once the controlled alignment step, it is possible to apply a search for homologous use Hidden                
Markov models. The advantage is that no attempt resemblance to a unique sequence in a               
database, but the resemblance to a profile of several sequences. The consequence is that the               
homology is therefore more representative of the diversity of familyexist:.. 
2 versions of HMMER The standard HMMER working on protein sequences and nHMMer             
working on the nucleic acid sequences 
in the example we are going treat, we have at our disposal some sequences in banana identified                 
as being of the family expansins and we wish to infer the evolutionary history of this family                 
among monocots, sampling Asian rice, banana, and various palm trees. 

 
... To practice 
Import protein sequences in Galaxy history. Once done, you can build your family data set               
as follows: 

1. Align your representative sequences with mafft. 
2. Use HmmBuild program alignment to build a profile 
3. Use the program "HmmSearch multispecies" on the profile, searching banana          

(MUSAC),  oil palm (ELAGV), date palm (PHODC) and asian rice (ORYSJ). 
4. Produce a coherent fasta, using "HmmSearch to fasta multispecies', for example by            

filtering sequences with E-value threshold of 1.0e-10 
5. Clean fasta obtained with the "fasta format header" 
6. Redo the alignment / cleaning step on this new clean fasta. 

 

Phylogenetic Reconstruction 



From Theory ... 
A phylogenetic tree traces the evolutionary history of a family of homologous molecules. For n               
leaves, a large number of resolved phylogeny exist: 
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3 topologies for 4-leaf trees, 15 for 5 leaves, and already more than 2 million for 10 leaves. 
Finding the best tree among all possible trees is therefore a task than must be approximated,                
optimizing mathematical criteria. There are three major classes of phylogenetic reconstruction           
methods: 

1. Methods "distance" optimizing the total length of the tree (UPGMA, NJ, BioNJ, FastME).             
These methods are very fast. 

2. The "parsimony" methods optimizing the number of mutations needed to explain the            
evolutionary history. 

3. The "maximum likelihood" methods maximizing the likelihood of the tree according to the             
data (sequence alignment) and a model of evolution defined. These methods are much             
slower. For nucleic sequences, use the GTR model (optimizing data from the costs of              
switching between bases) with gamma distribution (paragraph 4 categories mutation rate           
across all sites). 

 
... To practice 
this step requires the installation of a tree visualization software, which can be download              
here: 
http://southgreen.cirad.fr/sites/all/files/Dendroscope_windows_3_0_14beta.exe 
Then back on Galaxy: 

1. Convert FASTA files obtained with GBlocks in Phylip format using "Fasta2Phylip" in            
the category " Convert format”. 

2. Produce a maximum likelihood phylogeny, using the GTR + Gamma model for            
nucleic game, and LG + Gamma for protein.  

3. See those trees with the help of Dendroscope. Choose a root, and try to understand               
the assumptions carried by the tree. 

 
Technical notes: 
PhyML is a comprehensive optimization software phylogenetic trees by maximum likelihood. A            
nucleic game, the GTR model with gamma distribution to 4 categories is the standard. For a game                 
protéique, generally used LG + gamma + gamma or WAGparameters. can also mention some              
important 

1. The method for topology optimization (NNI, SPR, or NNI + SPR). An NNI (Nearest              
Neighbor Interchange) is a short-range movement topology consisting disrupt the          
topology around a branch. SPR (Subtree Pruning and Regraphing) is to unplug a subtree              
and reconnect elsewhere. The second is more time-consuming calculation, but is more            
powerful to avoid falling into a local minimum during optimization of the topology.             
Employ both strategies and take the best of both is likely in the method producing the                
best quality of result. 

http://southgreen.cirad.fr/sites/all/files/Dendroscope_windows_3_0_14beta.exe


2. The method for calculation of branch support. HS method adds 10% to the calculation              
time of the shaft, while the bootstrap multiplied by 100 or 1000 times the calculation. The                
second method, the oldest, is well established as a reference in the bioanalysts             
community.  

Reconciliation of trees, rooting and detection paralogies / Loss 
From Theory ... 
A phylogenetic tree produced by PhyML is not annotated , and has no defined root. Comparison of                 
this tree with the species tree species, detects duplications and losses, and also provides a root                
minimizing the inferred amount of these events. 
There are quite a few software to make automatic reconciliation, and most of the research field                
tends to infer rare events in plants: the horizontal transfers.. 
we will use a software dedicated to the detection of only duplications: RAP -Green.             

 
... In practice 
Retrieve a species tree reference, importing "viridiplantae.phyloxml" found in the Galaxy           
data (shared data / data libraries / taxonomies). 
Then use the software RAP . Green (in the "evolution" category), using the default settings 
Display  "Newick" and "Reconciled newick" trees using Dendroscope. 


